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The stones are too fast!

Faster than bullets!

Jiang Ning’s reaction speed is also very fast, avoiding a few lasing
stones one after another, but still has lingering fears.

Even if his body is strong, once he is hit by this kind of stone, he must
not penetrate.

“Run away!”

Greedy Wolf shouted.

Andrewwanted to scold him a bit.

If he can escape, will he not escape?



He turned his head and looked, he couldn’t help but burst into a swear
word. Those stones rushed towards him, all directed at him, but they
didn’t even go to the greedy wolf.

These stones… are you looking for yourself, are you going to kill
yourself!

Andrewdodges from the left to the right, avoiding the attacks of the
mountains and rocks, but Greedy Wolf is standing on the side with the
same surprise on his face.

He originally thought that these rocks were alive and wanted to kill him
and Jiang Ning, but he didn’t expect that the rocks came and went
towards Jiang Ning, ignoring him at all.

At this moment, he is standing there, he doesn’t need to move, no rock
is moving towards him.

“You can find a way to escape!”

The wolf shouted, somewhat gloating, “It seems that even these rocks
don’t like you.”

Walking along the way, he can It’s rare to be so happy to see
Andrewsuffer.

“Think of a way!”

Andrewshouted, “If I die, you will definitely not find the longevity pool!”



He couldn’t hold it anymore, more and more mountains and rocks were
rolling in, overwhelming the sky, and airtight!

This is different from the black fog before. Jiang Ning’s fist can be
shaken away. These rocks are so hard that his fist will smash up, fearing
that the bones will crack.

There is no way to fight hard!

Andrewavoided, already using his speed to the extreme, but the denser
mountains and rocks made him a little strenuous.

“What are you still trying to do!”

He roared and saw that Greedy Wolf was still watching the fun, “Don’t
you want to find the Longevity Pond, do you?”

Greedy Wolf snorted and had to Said that, watching Andrewbe besieged
by this pile of rocks, he always felt very comfortable in his heart, and
wanted to watch for a while, but he also knew that if Andrewwas really
dead, then he might have difficulty leaving.

Let alone find the longevity pond.

He turned his head to look at the rolling rocks around him, his eyes
flickered, and the double pupil reappeared!

Keep your eyes, you must see through everything!



He found that those rocks seemed to have come alive, but in fact, these
are dead things, how could there be life? At least from his eyes, he didn’t
find any signs of life flowing.

“This is the formation!”

Greedy Wolf roared, “Is there something on your body that triggered
these formations?”

He looked at Jiang Ning.

What triggered the formation?

There is something on Jiang Ning’s body. He has never been here
before, let alone anything that can trigger the formation here.

He looked at Greedy Wolf and thought about the difference between
himself and Greedy Wolf. It seemed that there was no difference.

Boom!

A huge boulder flew, Andrewhad no choice but to blast it out with a fist,
roaring with violent fist strength, directly smashing the rock to pieces.

A sting came!

“Really? It’s hard to hide and serve!”



Andrewcouldn’t help but said.

With his current fist, even if it is steel, Andrewwould dare to smash it, but
these stones are harder than steel. Even with the protection of the fist,
there is still pain. < /br>”You tell me directly how to break this formation!”

he shouted.

Greedy Wolf shook his head: “Where do I know the formation, if I do,
what do I need you to do.”

Now it’s Jiang Ning’s turn to be speechless.

This old thing is really grudges.

But, eh?

The formation?

Array pattern!

Andrewadjusted his breathing, watching the traces of the falling rocks
and the changing routes of these rocks, his eyes gradually lit up.

“It’s really an array pattern,” Andrewsecretly said in his heart, “The
greedy wolf still has two brushes.”



His eyes were turned towards the greedy wolf, just to see, the greedy
wolf That double pupil!

Chapter 2310

In an instant, Jiang Ning’s breathing was a little stagnant. What kind of
eyes are that?

He thought he had read it wrong, but he fixed his eyes to see that it was
indeed the case.

It’s not that Andrewhas never heard of such things, but he did not expect
that he would actually encounter them. In ancient times, they were all
signs of being regarded as an ominous thing. He did not expect that it
really existed.

And greedy wolves are heavy pupils!

It is said that this kind of eyes can see a lot of things that other people
can’t see. They have amazing pupil power and even have some special
functions. I am afraid that Greedy Wolf can confuse others with his eyes.
It is because of this.

Andrewwas a little surprised, but now is not the time to consider this.

He has to live? Fufuxiyi serves Fuerwu? Fate!



He punched a rock again, a little bit below his feet, and his body
suddenly lowered, skipped on the ground, avoiding the biggest pieces,
and then suddenly jumped on a rock and turned around!

This is a flaw he saw!

All the formations flow, right here, there is a gap.

As soon as Andrewstood firm, he immediately raised his hand and let
out a low growl, his fist slammed under the rocks at his feet!

“Blast!”

Following his voice, boxing broke out, and a faint white glow came out
from his fingers, instantly blasting the rocks to the ground!

The gravel, torn apart, blasted in all directions!

Boom!

Boom!

Boom!

A stone flew towards the greedy wolf. His pupils could easily see through
the movement of the stone, but he turned his head slightly. The stone
flew past his ears and hit the distant tree, piercing through the trunk.



As the rock shattered, the other rocks seemed to suddenly lose power
and all stopped.

The entire mountain and rock space suddenly became quiet, and only
Jiang Ning’s gasping voice could be heard.

“Huh—”

Andrewdidn’t dare to care, he still looked around to confirm whether the
mountain stone formation was still running, and he was relieved when he
saw that the formation pattern was no longer changing.

This formation is depicted with formation patterns, and the rock just now
is the formation eye!

Smashing the eye of the needle is equivalent to destroying the power
source of the entire formation, making the formation unable to run
smoothly, and these rocks finally stopped.

Andrewdid not expect that his guess was correct, and after such
confirmation, he confirmed his guess.

These battles are really experiments with life.

“It seems that your mastery of the formation pattern has reached a
level.”



Greedy wolf took a look at Jiang Ning, knowing him better, and his
defenses are naturally deeper.” Are you aware of the formation pattern?”
If not, how could Andrewdare to enter this passage easily.

“Your double pupil is also quite powerful.”

Greedy Lang’s eyes narrowed and changed a few times. After the
double pupil appeared, he hid it again. He knew he couldn’t help Jiang
Ning.

Along the way, two people are testing each other, wanting to know each
other’s details.

Now that he sees Jiang Ning’s control over Zhen Wen, Andrewwill
naturally know that he has a double pupil.

But this is definitely not the biggest trump card of two people.

“I saved one of you,”

Greedy Wolf said, “I hope you remember that this is a favor, don’t you
remember the most favor?

I also saved you.”

Andrewsaid, “It’s even.”



He turned his head and glanced at the huge rock formation. I don’t know
what kind of person it is to make such a formation. If you don’t
understand the formation and how to crack it, you will only be smashed
into meat cakes by these rocks. !

The passage of the second dimension space is really terrifying. It is
really not that easy to find the longevity pool. If you are not careful, you
will have to die here.

Andrewtook a deep breath and let his breathing calm down. Even if he
experienced this kind of wandering on the edge of life and death several
times, the physical and mental consumption was tremendous!

“Next, I am afraid it will only be more dangerous.”


